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AMERICAN POETICS for chamber orchestra and eight cassette tape players
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(solo harmonica
and whistling)

HCA. I

CROT. II

HCA. III

CROT. I

+ electric violin may be substituted
2 Flutes
Oboe
Clarinet in Bb
Piano
+ no lid
Celeste
3 Diatonic Harmonicas
+ I - D major (C major @ 5), 2 - A major, 3 - E major)
+ a virtuosic whistler should play the D major harmonica
+ if desired, a separate whistler may stand in for the D harmonica playerʼs obligations
Crotales (2 players required)
+ two octave set to be shared between the two players
+ crystal glasses may be substituted
2 Trumpets in Bb
Horn in F
Trombone
Tuba
Percussion
+ spring coil, television, china cymbal, crash cymbal, deep snare drum, concert bass
drum, large tam-tam, glockenspiel, chimes (off-stage)
+ all percussion notation is identified in the score
+ five to six percussionists (not including the crotales players) will be necessary
Timpani
+ five drums with diameters of 20”, 23”, 26”, 29”, and 32”
8 Cassette Tape Players
+ it is not necessary that the tape player be the same size, model, etc.
+ all tape players must be capable of reaching an equivalent maximum volume that
does not clip or distort the cassette tape sound
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NOTE:
The following set-up may be realized with fewer
microphones if the acoustics of the performance
space permit all of the individual parts to be heard
clearly over the cassette tapes. The following miking
choices are necessary for each performance: Pf.,
Cel., Crot. I, Crot. II, all of the Hca., and the brass
(whistling) microphone. One individual should
operate the mixer throughout the performance and
should adjust the amplification so that all instruments
are equally audible. All solos should come to the
forefront of a performance with the assistance of the
mixing board operator.

